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The EU is aiming for net zero. Here's how
that impacts 5 key sectors in SA

Lameez Omarjee SHARE

The EU Green Deal aims to take the continent to net zero emissions by 2050, with an ambitious

interim goal of reducing emissions by more than half by 2030. But it will also impact Europe's

trade partners – not least South Africa – affecting several key sectors including agriculture, steel

and cement.

From packaging and labelling regulations – which will affect food exports – to carbon tax

impacting iron and steel, the EU's policy changes will impact SA industries to varying degrees. 

The EU Green Deal (EGD) came into effect in July 2021, and is the continent's response to

climate change and environmental degradation. It was adopted as part of recovery efforts

following Covid-19.

READ | 6 ways the world can cut emissions to avoid a climate catastrophe

Policy changes can be expected as consumers, businesses and civil society become more
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The EU Green Deal came into effect in July 2021.
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environmentally conscious, says Trudi Hartzenberg, executive director of the Trade Law Centre.

Hartzenberg was speaking during a webinar on the EGD hosted by the Trade & Industrial Policy

Strategies (TIPS), an independent think tank, on Wednesday.

But, Hartzenberg added, complying with new policies that enable these interventions may come

at a cost, particularly for small, medium and micro-enterprises (SMEs). It will also affect trade

relationships, as trading partners will have to comply with new regulations to get market access.

Here's how some of SA's key sectors could be affected.

Agriculture and food

The "farm-to-fork" strategy by the EU is aimed at making food production and consumption more

sustainable in that it has a positive environmental impact, among other things. The strategy

interventions include placing requirements on the agriculture and food sector. Some of these

relate to packaging and labelling, said Hartzenberg.

Consumers are concerned about whether product packaging is reusable, recyclable and

compostable. They also want more transparent labelling - to understand better what they are

consuming.

The farm to fork strategy sets allowable levels for the use of pesticides and other chemicals in

production processes. It also promotes organic farming and the reduction of food waste.

Another measure used by the EU is the Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM) - a

carbon tax that will be imposed on imports based on their carbon content.

The tax is aimed at limiting carbon leakage, which occurs when industries relocate their

operations to regions where there are weaker climate change policies or less restrictive

regulations when it comes to emissions. In effect, these products could avoid taxes that EU-

based manufacturers face. There is, therefore, a risk that cheaper imports will then crowd out

EU-manufactured products in the EU market. The CBAM is an equaliser, ensuring that imported

products have the same carbon prices applied as EU products.

READ | EU carbon border tax won't squeeze existing SA exports just yet

Iron and steel

The South African iron and steel sector has high exposure to the CBAM, according to a policy

brief authored by Lerato Monaisa, an economist at the TIPS. The EU accounts for 15% of South

Africa's iron and steel exports. Steel manufacturing contributes 7% of global emissions, as

production relies on coal.

Citing the Climate Transparency report of 2020, Monaisa highlights that in 2019, South African

steel production was more emissions-intensive than the world average.

"The sector will be at risk once the CBAM is implemented," the document reads. These risks will

be on top of the economic difficulties the sector has faced in the past. "The risk associated

with the CBAM could further reduce the sector's competitiveness."

Aluminium

South Africa's aluminium sector is energy-intensive and mainly powered by coal. It has similarly

high exposure to the CBAM as the EU accounts for 40% of exports.

But the CBAM will initially - or at least until 2026 - have a limited impact on the aluminium sector

because most (88%) of carbon emissions are indirect. However, if the CBAM is applied to

indirect emissions, the aluminium sector will be more affected.

The policy brief points out that aluminium is highly recyclable, though - and the EU actively

promotes the reuse, repurposing and recycling of aluminium.
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Chemicals and fertilisers

The exposure of the chemicals or fertiliser sector to the EU is only marginal. The EU promotes

the use of "green" chemicals - or those that are less harmful to the environment or are more

natural and organic.

Inorganic fertilisers will be affected by the CBAM - but they account for less than 1% of exports to

the EU.

Cement

Monaisa says the CBAM may prompt some companies to produce clean

steel and cement for the EU and export dirty products to other

countries.

South Africa's cement exports to the EU are currently "insignificant", according to the policy brief,

meaning the sector has little exposure to the CBAM.

The proposed date the CBAM will kick in is January 2023. However, the EU will allow a

transitional period between 2023 and 2026. The EU Parliament must first approve amendments

for the legislation supporting the CBAM to be passed, says Monaisa.

Among the amendments are a shorter transitional period which ends in 2025, and having the

CBAM applied to hydrogen, polymers and organic-based chemicals, as well as indirect

emissions. It is also proposed that the proceeds from the CBAM go towards assisting least

developed countries.

If these amendments are adopted, the final version of the legislation

will be different and may pose more significant risks to South Africa.

This is especially true if indirect emissions are considered as most

exporters rely on coal-powered electricity.

READ | Coal use must fall by 60% to stop world from overheating - and SA must do its bit

The country needs to respond with response plans for regulations linked to the EGD. TIPS

recommends that South Africa work to ramp up efforts to achieve a net-zero carbon economy

and promote renewables and energy-efficient technologies to enable decarbonisation, as there

is a risk that other countries could follow the EU in introducing carbon border taxes.

Martin Cameron, managing director of Trade Research Advisory, noted that some of the

measures might appear protectionist, and there may be negative impacts such as trade

diversions. Companies and countries that can't meet requirements may switch to trading

partners with less "onerous" requirements, Cameron said.

Ariane Labat, counsellor for climate action, environment and agriculture in the EU delegation to

South Africa, argued that the EGD is not a measure acting against the world but rather together

with the world in addressing the challenge of climate change.

Climate change will disrupt the lives of billions of people, she emphasised. Labat also stressed

that EU legislation is geared at being "friendly" to small and medium enterprises, adding that the

EU's legislative processes are also open for input before they become final.

"We are a small part of a global market, and we want to build together a better solution," Labat

said.
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